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Introduction 

Acceleration of ions heavier than hydrogen has been 
:contemplated by the Beratron staff far many yean. 
Two report! on the subject were written in 1966 showing 
the feasibility of deuteron acceleration.1'2 Heavy-ion 
•work was finally scheduled this year, after some de
velopments in control and extraction techniques had 
taken place and after the interesting possibility arose 
that nitrogen Ions could also be accelerated. 

Performance 

Aa Indicated In Sable I, we accelerated and ex
tracted deuterons, alphas, and nitrogen ions at three 
different energies: 280 HeV/nucleon, 1 GeV/ nucleon, and 
2.1 GeV/nucleon. Also accelerated but not extracted 
were nitrogen ions to an energy of 36 GeV, or about 
2.J7 GeV/nucleon. During one month of heavy-ion work, 
•oat of the time was devoted to an exploratory experi
mental program to obtain the first results at these 
energies for fragmentation of nitrogen. Emulsions were 
exposed, biomedical investigations were conducted, and 
data were obtained on the feasibility of producing a 
monochromatic neutron beam by stripping high-energy 
deuterons.3 For biomedical applications, a nitrogen 
beam 100 times aa intense aa the first one is desired; 
however, we anticipate that withina few months we will 
be able to demonstrate at least 10' nitrogen ions per 
pulse on target. 

Acceleration Proper 
A companion paper to this has described the appa

ratus and techniques for attaining loos heavier than 
protons at an, energy of 5 MeV/nucleon from our 20-MeV 
proton-linac.^ ions are stripped prior to passing 
through the achromatic inflection system Into the Bevn-
troo. Figure 1 la a diagrammatic representation of our 
acceleration system and the particle path with changes 
In charge-state through this system. One of the basic 
engineering tasks to accomplish heavy-ion acceleration 
was the modification of the frequency of the accele
rating voltage at a function of the Magnetic guide field. 
She guide field rises approximately linearly with time, 
for a period of about 1-1/2 'seconds for maximum energy. 

Figure 2 is a plot of acceleration frequency as a 
function of guide field for protons (charge-to-mass 
ratio » 1) and for Ions with charge-to-mass ratios of 
1/2 and 2/3. Indicated on the figure is a technique, 
employed at the Synchrophaaatron la Dubna, of accele
rating particles with e/m * 1/2t the beam Is picked up 
OB twice the normal BF frequency and later switched 
back to the normal frequency. At the Bevatrcn we planned 
to employ this scheme and start on the second harmonic 
(rotational frequency eo0 . 250 kHz) until the second-
harmonic function of frequency vs. guide field departed 
markedly from the proton curve, then hold the magnetic 
field constant for a short time, during which the BF 
would be turned off and its frequency shifted to that 
required for first-harmonic operation. The BF would 
then be reapplied to the particles, and the guide field 
allowed to continue to Increase. This systca was tried 
with deuterons and worked, although there were some 
losses following frequency-shifting. A careful exami
nation of operating capabilites of the BF system in
dicated that first-harmonic operation of the HF system 
for particles with e/m - 1/2 seemed feasible. A 

subsequent test with deuterons using first-harmonic 
operation showed that it was practical, and no unusual 
beam losses occurred. The frequency of our accele
rating voltage is matched at first approximation to 
that of the particles by having an Inductance in the 
oscillator portion of the accelerating system, which 
Is varied In step with the guide field by means of a 
saturable core whose characteristics were chosen to 
produce the requisite frequencies. Figure 3 is a plot 
of relative ampere turns in this saturable core to 
produce the frequency sweeps, shown in Fig. 2, required 
for particles with e/m = 1 and e/m » 1/2. The respec
tive slopes vary directly as the charge-to-mass ratio, 
which means that our Job of tracking particles with 
e/m » 1/2 was relatively easy. (Figure h Is a block 
diagram of our acceleration system, showing the major 
frequency-control devices.) Peculiarities in the satu
ration characteristics of our cores required program
ming modifications to achieve good tracking, but these 
were accomplished by inserting short-duration pertur
bation signals into the Program Correction Input, shown 
in Fig. k. In the same figure, the vernier program 
Input accepts signals which make small frequency cor
rections and Maintain the beam orbit at the desired 
radius. 

Maintenance of a particular crbit is done primarily 
by a feedback system operating on the vernier program 
input and obtaining Its inputs from radially discrimi
nating pickup electrodes. For many years the Bevatron 
has used an entirely analogue feedback system in the 
maintenance ox betiffl position; but this year we have 
shifted to a digital system employing a PDP-8 data 
processor, reported on at a prior conference.? One of 
the elements of a c'igital processor system, its memory, 
ban been vital to the success of the nitrogen run, as 
will be explained b«low. 

Anticipated yields of particles from the source 
were such that we expected to be able to accelerate 
approximately 1 0 1 1 deuterons per pulse, 1 0 1 0 alphas, 
and 10° fully stripped nitrogen ions. Our normal pro
ton yield Is approximately h x lO 1^ per pulse. Instru
mentation is optimized for dealing with that number of 
charges. For the determination of intensity of circu
lating beams, ve depend on an electrostatic pickup „ 
electrode hovirw a sensitivity of about 100 mV per 10 
charges. There are amplifiers and attenuators In the 
system which allow some normalization of oscilloscope 
and recorder presentation, but our most sensitive scale 
gives us a slgnal-to-noise ratio of 1 for 10? circu
lating charges, so we anticipated Just barely being 
able to discern the circulating nitrogen ions. Further
more, since the radial, pickup electrodes have the same 
basic sensitivity, we anticipated that we would not have 
any closed-loop feedback system to guide the nitrogen 
particles, and must therefore have a prearranged program 
for the acceleration frequency. 

Pre-programmJr«g for nitrogen was done with helium 
ions, of which there were a sufficient number to allow 
our monitoring and feedback systems to work normally. 
Once we had obtained a satisfactory tuning curve for 
helium, we exploited the capability of our new digital 
tracking system and committed the optimum curve to the 
processor memory. When it was recalled later for use 
with nitrogen, we were completely successful in obtaining 
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fully accelerated nitrogen ions without having been 
able to monitor then during the acceleration cycle. 
Figure 5 illustrates the nature of the signals we were 
dealing with. The upper trace shows nitrogen losses 
as compared with estimated proton losses, and the lower 
trace is the actual phDtograph of a bean-induced signal 
with ~ 10° nitrogen ions. Nitrogen losses are account
ed for by recombination during the early part of the 
acceleration cycle, whereas the protons do not suffer 
from such a mechanism. 

Consistent acceleration of ""H, 2 H , He, ̂ C , 1 N , 
and l o 0 , day-to-day and week-to-week, has been made 
possible by application of digital processor techniques 
to both the magnetic field power-supply system and the 
acceleration system, both systems having been made 
operational in the early part of this year. As a 
passing point of interest, it might be noted *hat the 
Bevatron is now capable of delivering to a tar, *.t area, 
consistently, as few as 50 particles per pulse or as 
nuny as 10 1* particles per pulse. 

Retraction 
extraction of the heavy ions, namely deuterons, 

alphas, add nitrogen, was done with the resonant-
extraction system as developed at the Bevatron in the 
last few years.0 For the nitrogen ions, it was es
sential that we go to the resonant system rather than 
the energy-loss system because of possible particle 
fragmentation. 

One should note that only magnetic fields arc 
employed in the extraction scheme. The extraction 
parameters vary with the guide field only and are 
independent of the particles to be accelerated. The 
resonant extraction operates at an initial betatron 
frequency of 2/3-^v, with Av about 0.02. A local per
turbation is used, which constitutes a delta function 
in azimuth. The radial dependence of the perturbation 
is described In Eef.6. The particle trajectories in 
the radial phase plane are adjusted by shaping the 
perturbation in time. 

The normal instrumentation for detecting the reso
nant process is scintillation screens located at the 
face of the two extraction magnets Ml and M2 viewed 
with TV cameras. Figure 7 shows a dlagr&a of the Beva
tron and the location of the extraction magnets. Both 
magnets Ml and M2 are plunged into the Bevatron gap 
prior to extraction. The HI scintillation screen is 
used to observe the growth per turn of a particle, and 
the H2 screen is used to determine the correct ex
traction trajectory. These screens are effective for 
10? to ICr* particles per second. 

The debteron and alpha beams were Intense enough 
so that normal means of detection could be used for 
extraction. For the nitrogen beam, however, alpha 
particles were used as tracers for acceleration and 
extraction. This means that the stability of the Beva
tron acceleration and extraction system was relied upon. 
Since there is only 0.01$ difference in the charge-to-
mmss ratio between alphas and fully stripped nitrogen 
loos, parameters obtained from our alpha operation were 
used for the nitrogen acceleration and extraction. 
This procedure proved to be so successful that nitrogen 
was,extracted and transported to the target area with 
ao change of the alpha parameters. 

Transport and Target Facility 
Ions which emrged from the Bevatron's resonant-

extraction system vere guided by means of steering and 
focusing elements through a "first focus" area, where 
a waist exists, to the "Channel II second focus" area 
at which the beam-spot size was brought to a minimum 
and where most of the experiments were done. Transport 
of the ions is accomplished almost entirely within a 
vacuum system. There Is one air gap at the first focus 
for Insertion of diagnostic devices; and the second 
focus, the actual experimental area, was Just beyond 
the vacuum system, tosses occurring in the 30 to SO cm 
of air pith were acceptable in view of providing the 
utmost flexibility for the experimental program. 

Equipment and techniques for some of the experi
ments conducted at the second focus are described In 
Hef. 7. 

Conclusion 
For physics studies of Importance and excitement 

we feel we now have an operational machine that will 
produce deuterons and alpha particles whenever the 
experimental program calls for them. For nitrogen Ions, 
which appear to be of considerable Importance in physics, 
astrophysics, and biology, we need some Improvement 
before the Bevatron will be an operational facility. 
We also must implement a technique of changing rapidly 
from one particle type to another. 

At the present time, cur goal for heavy ions is a 
facility capable of accelerating ions of e/m « 1/2 to 
any energy from 100 MeV/nucleon to 2.7 GeV/nuclpjn at 
intensities of SO to 1 0 1 0 particles per pulse, as de
sired. To accomplish this goal, we Intend to link 
together two Berkeley accelerators: the Eilac, located 
200 yards to the northeast of the Bevatron, which will 
produce 8.5 HeV/nucleon ions, and the Bevatron, which 
will accept these ions and accelerate them to the ener
gies useful and the Intensities desirable for future 
research programs. 
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TABLE I . BEVATROK HEAVY ION BE/MS 

Extracted beam 
Intensity 
part ic les per 
pulse 

Extracted Beam Energy in 
GeV/nucleon 

2 . 1 1 0.25 

deuterona xP- • • # 

alpha part ic les 5 • 1 0 9 

nitrogen ions 2 • 1 0 5 

At this energy the intensity i s reduced by a factor of five. 
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Proposed 1st & 2nd harmonic operation 
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Hg. 2 . Bevatron acceleration frequency as a function of guide-
field for particles with different charge-to-mass ratios. 
(Bote: Kiddle curve Is labeled e/m » 1/2j It should be 
e/a - 2/3.) 
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rig. 3. Relative saturating current requirements In the saturable 
reactor for particles with e/m - 1 and e/m « 1/fl. 
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Tig. 9. tipper: Relative losses during acceleration for protoas and 
fully stripped nitrogen loos. 1 

Lower: Photograph of pickup electrode signal for fully 
stripped nitrogen ions. 
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Fig, 7, Quality of the heavy-ion Beams accelerated at the Bevatron * 
is indicated By the size of the beam Bjota ff.t the two fooal 
points. 
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